
coMention. That was a case in which, it was sought 
to make the purchasers o f mortgaged properties '
personally liable for the mortgage debt. The Judicial chand 
Committee, in a very short judgment, said as follows, boteka 

Their Lordships have considered this case, and they sorbndea 
think it is clear that no personal liability was incurred 
by the purchasers of the equity of redemption, who, 
their Lordships understand are defendants Nos. 2 to 11, das, j. 
of whom only five are respondents here. Their Lord
ships therefore think that the decree of the High Court 
was right and that the point made by the appellant 
fails The position occupied by the respondent is 
in no way different from the position which a purchaser, 
of the equity of redemption occupies. The utmost 
that can be said in favour o f the appellants is that they 
had a charge upon the tenure in the hands of the 
respondent. The respondent was the purchaser o f the 
tenure which was already subject to a charge in favour 
of the appellants. He is in the same position as the 
purchaser of an equity o f redemption, and, in my 
opinion, no personal liability was incurred by him by 
such purchase.

In my opinion the decision of the learned 
Subordinate Judge is right ̂ and must be affirmed.
1 would dismiss this appeal with costs.

Ross, J.—I agree.
A f fea l  dismissed.
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area of holding at inception of tenancy unknown—area and rent 
entered in previous Becord-of-Pdghts and area shewn to he 
increased in later Record-of-Rights.

Section 52(1)(ft) of the Bengal Tenancy Act, 1885, does 
not limit the tenant’s liability to pay additional rent; to cases 
where the area is in excess of that comprised in the settlement 
at its inception. The landlord is entitled to additional rent 
in all cases where the land i? proved by measurement to be in 
excess of the area for which rent has been previously paid.

Therefore, where there waos nothing to shew when the 
tenancy was created or how the rent was assessed or whether 
there was any measurement of the holding at its inception, 
but the Becord-of-Bights published in 1898 shewed that the 
holding compiiaed a certain area for which a certain rent was 
|)aid,_ and the Becord-ol-Eights published in 1917 shewed that 
thiB area of the holding for wlilidh rent has been paid had in
creased, held that the landlord was entitled to additional rent 
on the difference between in the areas of the holding as shewn 
in the two Becords-of-Bights.

Gouri Pattra v. I I . R. BeillyO-), Rajendra Lai Goswami v 
Chm dcf B htm n Goswrnnii^), Rajhumar Pratab Sahay y. 
Ram Lai Singh{^) and Ratan Lai Biswas v. Jadu Halsunai^), 
distinguished

Durga Priyii Chotodhuri v. Nazra Gain(^) and AJchur 'Au 
Mian v. Mussammat Hira referred to.

Th’e facts of the case material to this report are 
sta)ted in the judgment appealed from, which was as 
follows

The question in this ap6al ia whether the appellants ara liable to 
pay additional rent under section 52 (1) (a) of the Bengal Tenancy Act. 
The lAssistant SaUlemeut Officer Ijaa found that the jjlaintiff has failed 
to prove eitlier the actual encroachmonts or that there was a practice of 
settlement of land by measurement in the estate of the plaintiff and how 
the measure adopted for the purposo eora.pared with the present survey 
moasure. He, therefore, dismissed. the claim in respect of all the 
tenants except the present appellants against whom he pHssed a decree 
on the ground that they were holding lands accoi'ding to the recent 
survey pieasurement in excess of the la. ds measured in their nanaes at 
the previous settlenaent. The learned Distriet Judge upheld this 
d«cree.

(t) (189S)L L. k  ao Gal. 579. 
f2) (1901̂ 02) 6 Cal. W. N. 318.
(3) (1907) 5 Calv L. J, S38.

(4) (1906-06) 10 Oal. W, N. 46.
(5) (1920-21) 25 Oal W. N. 205. 
('6) (1912) 16 Oal. L. J. 182.
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Now the law has been consistent from the decision in Gouri 
Pattra y. H. R. Ueillyi}) downwards, that the landlords must prove that 
the lands in respect of whicih au additional rent is claimed are lands held 
in excess of those for which rent was paid and that in order to prove 
such excess the qiiantity included in the tenancy at its inception must-be 
determined. The same view has been taken in Rajendra Lai Qoswami v. 
Ghunder Bhxisan Goswamii}) and in Rajkumar Pratcib 8kaya v. 
Bam Lai Singh{3'), Tha criterion, therefore, is the area of, the holding 
at the inception of the tenancy and not an intermediate measurement such 
as has been adopted in this case.

It was argued, however, on behalf of the respondent that the cases 
referred to above cannot be considered to bo authorities where there 
have been two survey mcasuremautH, inasmuch as the former survey 
measurement provides a scientific standard by which the present may 
be tested and therefore it is no longer necessary to prove the area at the 
inception of the tenancy. Now, admittedly there is no authority in 
support of this view and I can see no justification in principle for such 
an argument. What the plaintiff has to prove is that the tenants whom, 
he seeks to assess with additional rent are holding more lands now than 
they held in the original settlement and the fact that they have been 
found to hold more lands than they held in some intermediate period 
does not tend in any degree to establish what the plaintiff has to 
prove. .

The only other argiiment on behalf of the respondent was that this 
point now raised was not taken before the learned District Judge. It 
may be that the luattor has beeti argued in a different manner in h’S 
Court, but that the pomt is essentially the same, would appear from the 
judgment of the District Judge itself.

The result is that this apeal must be decreed in part to the extent 
that the decree of the Lower Courts %vili be modified by dismissing the 
claim under section 52(l)(a) of the Bengal Tenancy Act.

The plaintiff appealed under Clause 10 of the 
Letters Patent.

Sultan A im ed ('with Him Harnaraym Prasad), 
for the appellant.

3tuhammad Tahi7\ for the Tesj)0'xid&h.ts.
, B a w s o n  Milieu,, C. J.—This is . an appeal under 

the Letters Patent from the decision of a single Judge 
of the Court overruling the decision o f the Special 
Judge who had affirmed that of the A&sistant Settlement 
Officer.

1922.

B is h it n
P r a q a s h
Nabaxatsi
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The appellant took  ̂
of the Bengal Ten^ncy jCct la3i<

s und'et section 105 
ord against a large

(1) (1893) L L. R. ^



1922. number of tenants claiming in some cases enhancement 
“  ' of rent under section 30 of the Act and in other cases
FaAGASH a^dditional rent undev section 52(a).

The present appeal is concerned only with the 
AcHAffi claims under the latter section in respect of land held 
Dtjsadh. by the tenants in excess of the area for which rent had 

been previously paid by them. In certain cases it was 
found that the tenants had been in occupation of their 

0. j. ’ holdings since before the Survey and Settlement 
operations' of 1898 and paying rent therefor to the 
landlord, and that the settlement and record-of-rights 
finally published in March 1917 showed that although 
the rent remained the same, the area of their holdings 
was in excess of that for which they had been paying 
rent according to the previous settlement. The 
Assistant Settlement Officer before whom the case came 
held that in the cases mentioned the landlord was 
entitled to an additional fair rent for the excess' areas 
after making an allowance of 5 per cent, for probable 
difference in area extraction. An appeal by the tenants 
to the Special Judge was dismissed. On second appeal 
to this Court the case came before Mr. Justice Ross who 
took the view that in all such cases, in order to prove 
that the lands in respect of which an. additional rent 
is claimed are in excess of the area for which rent was 
previously paid, the landlord must show that the area 
included in the tenancy at its inception was less than 
that subsequently shown by measurement to be in 
occupation of the tenant. It followed from this, in 
his view, that although the tenants’ holdings were 
proved by scientific measurement at the previous survey 
and settlement operations, made some twenty years 
earlier, to have been less than that for which they were 
still paying the same rent as shown by the subsequent 
Surveŷ , the landlord could not recover any aMiitional 
rent in respect of the excess area. For this finding he 
relied upon the decisions in the following cases: Gouri 
Pattra v. H. R. Reilly 0 ,  Rajendm Lai Goswami r,
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Clmnder Bhusan Gostvami (̂ ), and Rajhumar Pmtab 
Sahay v. Ram Lai Singh (2).

With great respect to the learned Judge, I  am 
unable to concur in the view taken by Him. On Sinoh. 
referring to section 62( t̂) of the Bengal Tenancy Act’ 
it does not appear that the tenant’s liability to pay dxtsadh. 
additional rent is limited to cases where the area is 
in excess of that comprised in the settlement at its 
inception, but merely to cases where ithe land is proved c. 1! 
by measurement to be in excess' of the area for which 
rent has been previously paid by him. The section 
provides as follow s:

“62, (1) Every tenant shall—
(a) bê  liable to pay additional rent for all land proved by 

measurement to be in excess of the area for wMeli rent lias 
been" previously paid by bim, unless it is proved that the 
excess is due to thB addition to the tenure or holding of land 
which having previously belonged to the tenure or holding was 
lost by diluvion or otherwise, without any reduction of the 
rent being mad®’*.

The exception in the latter part of this section does
not apply to the present case. By clause (&) o f the 
section the tenant is entitled to a reduction of rent in 
similar circumstances where the measurement shows a. 
deficiency in the area of his tenure or holding as com
pared with the area for which rent has been previously 
paid by Mm. And in the case of some of tie  tenants 
the Assistant Settlement Officer allowed such reductions 
but we are not concerned with them in the present 
appeal.

Where no previous measurement has been made 
upon a fccientific basis from which the actual area of 
the land held by the tenant can be accurately determined 
and compared with the area nroved to be held at the 
date o f  the claini, no doubt tbo landlord is confronted 
with a more serious problem 'n proving an excess of 
area, and generally speaking he could only discharge 
the burden o f proof in the case supposed by showing 
that the area o f the tenure oi* holding at its inception 
was less than that subsequently shown by proper
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i92g. measurement to be in occiipajtion of ’the ’tena.nt. 
Consequently it was held in Gouri Pattra v. Reilly in 

I S g L h  1S93 ( 4 ,  tliat the mere fact that a measurement rricade 
Naeavau under Chapter X  of tlie Bengal Tenancy Act, 1885, 

showed the ten̂ lTlts to be in occupation of lands in 
Achaib excess of the a,reas shown in the zaniindari papers and 
DtTSABH. receipts d id not necessarily proye that'.̂ tlie landlord' 

Dawson was entitled to Ml additional rent. ItiB ilmportant to 
Milleb, ]3ear in mind tliat in th;xt caF5e it wa,s found that at 

BO previous time liad, there been a measurement of the 
lands in suit, and that the actual areas let out were 
originally ascertained by ^ness work without any 
accurate survey, and it was the areas so arrived at that 
were entered in the landlord’s papers.  ̂ The Cour î 
thous’ht it would be impossible in these circums'tances 
lb find that the area,s were acciirat,ely stated in, the land
lord’s papers. They added that it was for the zamindar 
to show that the lands were in exceBS of tliose for which 
rents were bein^ paid and that, to do this it was for him,, 
to show what those lands are atid wlint,' were the terms 
of the original settlement and what wn-s the process of 
measnrement, i f  any, adopted. Tliis has been relied 
on for the proposition that in all cases, even if  there 
has been an intermediate settlement, the landlord mnst 
go back to the inception o f the tenancy and prove what 
area was then settled. I  do .not think the decision can 
be held to sii pport th is view. In den.hng wi th 'the object 
of Chapter X  of the Benj^al Tenancy .Act, tlie JndiÔ men’li 
states that it is to enable tlie landlords and tenants to 
know their relative positions towards one another and 
not to disturb previously existins  ̂ relntions unless it' 
can be shown that they ha,ve termiTiated', and, added, 

The mwAndar in this case is bound to show how the 
areas in th,e last settlement with the raw/ats were 
ascertained and that the raimts are now in possession 
of exce/vs lands and consequently liable to pay additional, 
rent, there.for '̂. The settlement and record-of^rights 
'defines the relationship between landlord’; and ’fenant' 
in vari,ous respects, inclndinc^ the area of the holdings 
for which rent is paid and is presumed, fe represent 

,(■!) ]i893rirjr
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1923.wliat is the relationship between them until the contrary 
is proved. The Settlement in 1898 was made in the 
presence of both parties and accepted without obje^- pkL ash
tion as representing the area for which rent is paid.
The effect of such a settlement would be to' throw the 
onus upon the party questioning it, in this case the Aghaib
tenant, to show that it did not accurately represent the ûbADH.
true state of affairs. In the present case therefore, it dawson
must be presumed that the Settlement of 1898 was 
correct and the initial onus cast upon the landlord is 
discharged. The subsequent Settlement shows an area 
arrived at by the same process of measurement to be 
in excess of that for which rent has been previously 
paid.

The later decisions which have been referred to 
are based upon the decision in Gouri Pattra's, case and 
do. not carry the matter any further in so far as the 
general, principle is concerned." In none of them was 
there an intermediate Settlement by which the area 
could be definitely ascertained. Rajendra . Lai 
Goswami v. Chandra Bhusan Goswami (̂ ) was- 
complicated by the fact that the excess claimed by the 
landlord was alleged by the tenant to be due to the 
addition of land previously belonging to the tenure but 
lost by diluvion, which is not the case here. In Raj 
Kumar Pratah Sahay v. Ram Lai Singh 0  there was 
no .intermediate Settlement and therefore, the original 
settlement had to be proved before it .could bershown, 
that the lands were in excess of those for which rent 
was previously paid. In the later case of JJurga P.riya 
ChowdJiuri Y. Naz7'a Gain p) it was definitely held that 
it is not in all cases necessary for the landlord to pjove 
the area of the holding at the tiine of the inception 
of the tenancy. It is sufficient for the landlord to 
establish that since the inception of the tenancy rent 
ha;<5 been a.asessed on the bafcis" of a certain, .area and - 
that the tenant is in possession o f lands not included 
in that area and on which no rent was assessed.

(1) (1901-02) 6  Cal. W . N»318, ' (2) (1907) 5 Cal. I .  -J, S38, ‘ ’
(3) (1920-21) 25 Cal, W. N. 205.
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1922. In the present case the previous survey and
settlement hhatian were produced and proved, and 

S S L  these it appears on comparison with the recent 
Nabatan survey, in which the method of measurement was the 
Singh game, that the tenants are holding lands in excess of
achaib those for whicli they were paying the same rent since
DuRAnir. 1 3 9 3  point which appears to have been

iJAwsoN by 'the tenants' on appeal to the Special Judge
Miller, was that the survey measurements must have been in-

accurate, an argument which did not commend itself 
to the Special Judge. In this respect, I concur with 
his view. On the lacts proved, I think, the appellant 
has satisfied the burden of proof required by section 52 
of the Act, and is entitled to the additional rents such 
as may be just and equitable upon the excess areas 
found by the Assistant Settlement Officer, The appeal 
is allowed. The decree of Ross, J., is set aside and 
that of ithe Assistant Settlement Officer restored. The 
appellant is entitled to his costs* here and before 
Ross, J.

A dami, J.— The appellant in applications undet 
section 105 read with section 52(1) (a) of the Bengal 

‘ Tenancy Act claimed additional rent in respect of 
lands in the holdings of the respondents, his tenants 
in village Hiramni, which, according to his allegation, 
were shown by the measurement entered in the record- 
of-rights to be in excess of the area for which rent had 
been previously paid by them. He asserted in the 
application that at the inception of the tenancies the 
area of the holdings had been determined by measure
ment with a pole of ten cubists.

The Assistant Settlement Officer decided that the 
appellant had failed io  prove either actual encroach  ̂
tnent or that' there was a practice of settlement of land 
by measurement in the estate, and, if there was such 
a practice, how the measure adopted for the purpose 
compared with the present survey measure. He found, 
however, that tthe respondents had held the tenancies 
from the time of the previous settlement;, the record-of* 
rights of which was finally published in^l898, and tha  ̂
therg had been no alteration of |eni smpe iliat year,
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im .and held that the appellant landlord was entitled to

additional rent for any excess area found on comparison 
of the survey area of 1898 with the area shown in the pbaqabh 
record-of-rights published in 1917. Therefore, after 
making an allowance of 6 per cent, for - probable 
difference in the area extraction of the same field by a cm  
different persons at different times, he assessed a fair 
rent in respect of the excess area so found ; and granted apamj, j . 
the applications to that estent.

The Special Judge, on appeal by the present 
respondents, upheld the decision of the Assistant 
Settlement Officer, finding that at each survey the area 
was determined by a scientific process and that the 
comparison gave sufficient evidence of an excess.

On second appeal the learned Judge o f this Court 
has disagreed with the Lower Courts and has held, 
basing his decision on Gouri Pattra v. H. R. Reilly p), 
Rajendra Lai Goswami v. Ghunder Bhusan Goswami{^) 
and Raj Kumar Pratab Sahay v. Ram Lai Singh P), 
that, in order to show that the lands in respect of which 
an additional rent is claimed are lands held in excess 
of those for which rent was paid, the landlord must 
prove an excess over the quantity of land included in 
the tenancy at its inception, and that the criterion is 
the area o f the holding at the inception of the tenancy 
and not any intermediate measurement'. The learned 
Judge refused to accept the argument that the present 
case should be differentiated from the cases on which 
he relied because in the present' case there were two 
survey measurements in both of which the same 
scientific standard was employed, as he found thâ t there 
is no authority to support the view, and no justification 
in principle to support the argument.

Now section 52(l){a) is perfectly clear in its terms; 
it provides that

“Every tenani! shall be liable to pay additional rent for all land 
pyo'Ved by mmsiirement to be in excess of the area for rent hw
been previously paid by M m ”,

(1) (1883) F£ 'l^ ’srOfti767g’ m,
f) \IW) S OfA, U 3. 63d, ,



9̂23. and sub-section (S) runs,
■ “ In deteTmining fclia area for which rent hao been previoxialy paid, 

Bisotn  _ the (joiU’fc shall, if so required by ,-iJiy f>ai'i;y t-o the sint, liave rogfu’d t o --

N'a^4yan  origin and conditions of the tenancy, for instance whether
' Singh- consolidated rent for the entire tenure or

holding.

A chaib t,ij0 length of the m easure used or in local uso at the, tim e of
DtraADH. origin of the tenancy ns compared with that used or in

local nscrat the tim e of the institution of the su it” .
A d AMI, J. ' ' ' - 1 1

In the case o'l6^mn Pattim. v. If. E. ReMy (i), the 
landlord sought to prove the area for which rent had 
been previously paid by the tenants by entries of area 
in his zamindari papers and in rent, receipts. There 
7v0_,s no evidence in that case that there had been any 
mea.surement of the lands a.ccording to any actual 
standard and it was foiiiid that the areas shown in 
the zamindari papers were arrived at by guess work. 
The Court "ightly held tha,t the areas sliown in the 
papers could not be accepted. The judgment shows 
that it was assumed that the tenants-had required the 
Assistant Settlement Officer to have regard to the points 
mentioned in sub-section -{2). In the absence of other 
evidence of measurement the Court decided that it was 
for the landlord to show what were the terms of the 
original settlement and whether it was by any, and if 
bo. by what process of measurement.

In the .case of Rajmidra Lai Goswami v. ChmdBf 
BhuRan-Gosivami the landlord soiip;ht to base the 
comparison on the axea shown in ti?c Revenue Survey 
pa.pers of 1854. The learned Jud̂ f̂ es appear to have 
considered tha.t sub-section (S) of section 52 was 
mandatory, whether the tenants required the Count to 
ha.vê  ref^ard to the- origin of the tenancy or not, and 
held that the landlord must show that the'alleged excess 
is really an excess over the area of the tenure as 
ori^cpinaily,"created. They state,, '‘ We think the 
languag:e of sub-section (^j, clause (a), by referring to 
the origin a,nd conditions of the tenancy as vsome of 
the circumstances which the Court is required to have 
reĉ ar''̂  +a shows that the expression ‘ the area for

('̂ ) 5 Oai.X jr628.
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which rent has been previously paid ’ must be under- 1̂ 22. 
stood to mean the area w.î th reference to which the rent 
previously paid had been assessed or adjusted . , pr̂ gash

The decision in Raj Kimar Fnttah Sahay v. Rem ^8^%  ̂
Lai Singh P) followed that in Gouri Pattra v. E.
Reilly (2), as did the decision in Rat an Lai Bisuuis v. dusaph. 
Ladii Halsuna {̂ ), but in both of these cases the land
lord sought to base the comparison on entries in adami, j. 
zaminclari papers and receipts; no scientific previous 
measurement was shown.

The above cases are authorities for the principle 
that where there is no good evidence of scientific 
measurement, assessment, or adjustment since the 
inception o f the tenancy, the landlord will have to prove 
what was the area at the origin of the tenancy, or 
that the lands originally settled were defined bŷ  
boundaries which have been encroached upon, or that* 
rent was settled at a certain rent f e r  Ugha.

In Raj end fa Lai Go&wami v. Chunder Bhutan 
Gosivami (̂ ) and in Akhur Ali Mian v. Mussammat 
Hira Bihi (̂ ) it has been held that the words '"the area 
for which rent has been previously paid” in section 52 
mean “ the area wijth reference to which the rent 
previously paid has been assessed or adjusted ” , and in 
the case of Durga Priya Chondhuri v. l^mra Gain 
where the District Judge had held that it was necessary 
for the plaintiff to prove the area of the holding at the 
time of the inception of the tenancy, Sir Asutosli 
Mukherjee, Acting Chief Justice, held that the view 
taken by the District Judge was erroneous and that 
it was sufficient for the landlord to prove that, since 
the creation of the tenancy, rent had been assessed, that 
when rent was last assessed the assessment was on the 
basis of a certain aXea and that the defendants were 
'n possession of land on which no rent was assessed 
t the time.
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'Now in the present case there is nothing fo show 
when the tenancies were created, or how rent was 

Sgash assessed, whether the rent was a consolidated rent, or 
NARiYAN Tjvas assessed at a certain rate fe r  higha, or whether 

there was any measurement of the holdings at the incep- 
AcHAm tion. We have the evidence, however, of the record-of- 
Dtisaih. published in 1898 that a certain rent was then

adami j. heing paid for a holding of a certain area. During the 
preparation of the reoord-of-rights the Jiolding was 
measured scientifically and the area shown in the record 
was the result of the measurement; the settlement 
proceedings were carried on publicly and the parties 
may be presumed to have been present and to have had 
every opportunity of objecting. The rent payable by 
the tenants was ascertained and recorded, and it must 
be presumed that the tenants accepted ithat rent as the 
rent payable for the area as recorded. They did not 
come forward and prove that the area recorded was 
less than the area of the holding at its' inception. The 
entry shows that the rent entered there was either the 
rent for the area which the tenants had been paying 
previous to 1898, or was the rent assessed or adjusted 
after dispute during the settlement proceedings betweesn 
the parties as to the amount payable. In my opinion 
the area shown in the record-of-rights was the area with 
reference to which the rent previously paid by the 
respondents was assessed or adjusted. The respondents 
continued to pay 'the same rent for nearly twenfy years 
and at the end of that time, in the settlement oi 1917, 
it was found after scientific measurement by the same 
standard that the area of the holding for which that 
rent was being paid had increased. I am of opinion 
that according to the clear wording of section b^{l)(a), 
the landlord was entitled to additional rent for the 
land in the holdings which was not covered by the area 
entered in the record-of-rights of 1898.

I  would therefore allow the appeal with costs and 
set aside the decree now appealed against.

'Appeal dhm 4»
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